
JOB
DESCRIPTION

Position Title

Incumbent’s Name (if applicable)

Division

Grade (for HR use only)

CountryDepartment

Date Submitted to HR

Type of position

Job Summary
In a brief paragraph, state the position’s overall purpose or objective, highlighting the general functions for which the position is responsible. Why 

does the position exist and what must it accomplish. IMPORTANT: This section, along with the “Qualifications” section will appear in the CARE 

Career Site and outside job posting sites, so please describe fully.

Please be sure to complete this position description in its entirety. Incomplete descriptions delay posting and grading.  

The grade will be determined by HR Compensation and Benefits unit.
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JOB RESPONSIBILITY 2

JOB RESPONSIBILITY 3

% of time

% of time

JOB RESPONSIBILITY 1

% of time

Responsibilities and Tasks
Describe the major responsibilities, principal tasks, competencies and end results for which the position is accountable (limit responsibilities to 

five). Include WHY it is done and the impact to the organization. List the responsibilities in the order of importance and state the percentage of 

time the employee spends on each responsibility during a typical year.
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Problem Solving
Click on each level (1, 2 or 3) to indicate which of the below levels of problem-solving this position will face, and why the position falls 

into that category. 

Select Level:

Comments:

JOB RESPONSIBILITY 4

% of time

JOB RESPONSIBILITY 5

OTHER  RESPONSIBILITIES AS ASSIGNED

% of time

% of time
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Required

Desired

1.

2.

3. 5.

4. 6.

Experience/Technical Skills 

Number of months/ years of previous professional experience in a similar position. 

Examples: languages; planning; budgeting; word-processing, basic accounting; advanced written communications; presentations; fundraising; 

training/facilitation, etc.

Competencies 
Given the responsibilities and level of accountability of the position, please list the performance competencies in order of importance. These will 

be used both for recruitment and performance management. Must choose a minimum of four competencies. Click here to view the Competencies and 

their definitions

Financial Accountability 
(if no budget is managed, please enter $0) Dollar amount of budget managed

Freedom to Act / Impact
Please select the level of responsibility/contribution:

Required

Desired

Education / Training

E.g. high school diploma; college degree (specify major/minor); specialty (ex. Accounting). Include the following phrase when possible:  

“or equivalent combination of education and work experience.”

Qualifications (Know How)
Indicate the minimum required level of education, experience, and skills necessary to qualify for the position and fulfill the organization’s 

expectations for job performance. Also include the education, experience, and skills desired for the position.

https://thevillage.care.org/hr/Managing%20Performance/Development%20Planning/Lominger%20Competencies-Descriptions.pdf
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Organization

Next level supervisor

Immediate supervisor

This positionPeer Peer

Peer Peer

Peer Peer

Peer PeerDirect Report

Employee’s signature Date

Supervisor’s signature Date

ego
Stamp


	Position Title: Regional Business Development Coordinator - Asia
	Incumbent’s Name: 
	Incumbent’s Name 1: 
	Division: CARE USA
	Department: Institutional Funding and Strategy
	Country: 
	Job Summary: CARE is an international NGO with staff and partners in 100 countries. We work in partnership to co-create, catalyze and scale up local solutions to poverty and inequality, and we seek dignity for everyone every day and during times of crisis. These solutions have a broad range, from disaster response to food and nutrition to education and work for women and girls to healthy mothers and children. CARE’s Vision 2030 puts gender equality at the heart of all our work. We seek to have women leading the change to impact and their voices heard; together with our partners we put women and girls at the center of everything we do because when they have equal access to resources, they lift their families and communities out of poverty. Our staff live where they work, which makes us effective at understanding the challenges they face. We've been doing this for 75 years, since World War II. It started with the world's first CARE package of food for the post-war hungry in Europe. Our work today is as important as ever, we believe that poverty and inequality are historic injustices that we can end within a generation, for good. If you share our core beliefs: poverty is an injustice; poverty is solvable; and together, we have the power to end it, join us, and Fight with CARE. CARE has made a strategic decision to increase its work with US Government (USG) and other institutional funders in order to better resource our vision and mission. This has included expanding its Institutional Funding and Strategy (IFS) department, improving coordination between country-based, regional and HQ-facing teams, establishing more rigorous and comprehensive opportunity pursuit procedures, and generally strengthening its capacity to bid competitively on a wider array of opportunities.  We are now in the first year of a 3-year growth and diversification strategy that envisions expanding this segment of resource mobilization even further. CARE is seeking a Regional Business Development Coordinator (RBDC) who will be a part of a growing IFS team. Reporting directly to the IFS Director of Bid Coordination, the RBDC plays a key role in planning, managing and coordinating CARE's response to funding opportunities with the US Government and other institutional donors such as the World Bank.  Based in the Asian Region, the RBDC will work closely with CARE's Regional Management Unit (RMU) and Country Offices (COs) to help develop and manage relationships with USG and other institutional donors. S/he will look for opportunities to highlight CARE's work to build our brand, shape donor perceptions, and pre-position CARE for bidding on high-priority opportunities. Working closely with staff from COs, HQ-based technical staff, and other IFS colleagues, she/he coordinates the preparation, development, and submission of technical and cost proposals. This includes ensuring proposal quality, responsiveness, and compliance with donor and CARE requirements, including building capacity of country office personnel on donor regulations and promoting consistent adherence to best practices in resource mobilization.Responsibilities of this position cut across three primary areas: 1) relationship coordination with key decision makers for USG and World Bank funding; 2) proposal management focusing in particular on "capture" and "live" phases of the opportunity lifecycle; and 3) proactive sourcing of key and non-key project personnel.
	Grade: []
	Type of position: [New]
	Job Responsibility 2: - Coordinate team members from the CO/CMP, HQ-based program unit, and other support from IFS around high-priority opportunities- Lead capture phase so that CARE is well positioned and prepared to bid competitively when a solicitation is released- Develop capture plans that document context, challenges and opportunities, client expectations and hot button issues, analyze competitive landscape, and recommend possible teaming and recruitment strategies- Organize and facilitate group sessions during capture and live phases that contribute to effective positioning and high-quality proposal design- Develop a proposal production calendar, ensuring roles and responsibilities are clear, all deadlines are met, and deliverables produced- Liaise with local and international partners, as needed- Serve as liaison between CO/CMP and HQ-based IFS Cost Proposal team to support the development of the cost proposal- Facilitate formal reviews of proposal drafts, and review draft proposals for quality and compliance- Produce and submit final technical and cost proposals on deadline
	Job Responsibility 3: - Support HQ-based IFS Talent Acquisition team to identify a roster of COP, DCOP and other key personnel candidates based in the region- Liaise with high priority candidates keeping them informed of priority opportunities being tracked and identifying potential fit- Work with CO/CMP-based and regional recruitment hubs to proactively recruit for national staff in key and non-key positions on priority bids
	% of time 2: 65
	% of time 3: 15
	Job Responsibility 1: - Support CO in identifying key in-country decision makers in USAID, DoS, World Bank and host country officials involved in program design and procurement- Facilitate and participate in meetings and briefings between Regional/Country Directors, Deputies and other CARE staff with decision-makers to develop new relationships and strengthen existing ones- Identify broad events and other opportunities to further CARE’s donor engagement in liaison with regional/country-level programme, policy and advocacy teams- Develop and disseminate marketing materials and capability statements- Share CARE research, knowledge management products, literature and evidence 
	Job Responsibility 1 Title: Donor Relationship Coordination
	Job Responsibility 2 Title: Proposal Management
	Job Responsibility 3 Title : Sourcing of Project Personnel
	% of time 1: 10
	Button_1: 
	Button_2: 
	Button_3: 
	Level_1: 
	Level_2: 
	Level_3: 
	Job Responsibility 4: - Other responsibilities as assigned by the IFS Director of Bid Coordination
	Job Responsibility 5: 
	Problem Solving Comments: Incumbent must be able to rapidly assess a situation, and choose the right strategy to address the given situation. Incumbent's response will involve problem definition, analysis, development of alternatives and making recommendations.
	% of time 4: 10
	% of time 5: 
	% of time 6: 
	Job Responsibility 4 Title: Other
	Job Responsibility 5 Title: 
	Required Experience: At least four (4) years of experience in developing proposals for USG and other institutional donors;Knowledge of US government proposal requirements; and ability to work under tight deadlines;Demonstrated writing skills with an emphasis on clear, persuasive language; strong editing skills;Ability to negotiate effectively with international and local partners, including teaming agreements;
	Desired Experience: Strong understanding of the underlying causes of poverty in Asia and the barriers to gender equality;Solid organizational skills: the ability to work productively and accurately while under pressure in a fast-paced, demanding environment;Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, including the ability to effectively manage a variety of relationships in a multicultural environment; Fluency in English required; Strong computer skills: facility with MS Office applications
	Dollar Amount: 
	Responsibility: [CONTRIBUTORY (provides support and contributes to the overall success)]
	Required Education: International development, political science, or other related field;
	Desired Education: 
	Combo Box 12: [Action Oriented ]
	Combo Box 14: [Cross-Cultural Agility]
	Combo Box 16: [Organizational Agility ]
	Combo Box 13: [Building Effective Teams ]
	Combo Box 15: [Written Communications ]
	Combo Box 17: [Learning on the Fly ]
	Next Level Supervisor: Associate VP, IFS
	Immediate supervisor: Director of Bid Coordination, IFS
	This Position: Regional BD Coordinator
	Peer 1: 
	Peer 5: 
	Peer 6: 
	Peer 7: 
	Peer 8: 
	Peer 2: 
	Peer 3: BD Coordinator
	Peer 4: 
	Reporting employee: 
	Date: 
	Date 1: 01/20/2021


